Welcome to V S N’s New eArticles Series! I hope both VSN readers who are missing the print magazine, and new
readers alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into the techniques that
you came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle’s works:

Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to
sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the article itself are colored blue. There is also a “Go
to Contents” button at the bottom of all how-to section pages.
Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a

sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by checking out what they offer! (You can click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find resources were you can learn more, either inside

VSN’s 226 issues or on the internet. Most VSN issues are still available in print or pdf. Internet links found throughout
this eArticle were good as of publication, but links do change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose landscape print option so that
the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy it and would like to see more eArticles made available or have a

suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net)
Please point your friends to VSN’s eArticle page where they can download their
own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Re-Inker Techniques
Oh, those beautiful inky colors! I think that most stampers have a secret (or
not so secret) love of ink. We buy up inkpad after inkpad and we somehow
wind up with ink all over our hands every time we go near a stamp. So we’d
really have to love ink don’t you think?
These days, there are re-inkers for most craft inkpads. This is an economical
solution when you go through a lot of ink and/or when using specialty inkpads that dry out quickly. No need to purchase another inkpad every time
the pad goes dry; if you’ve purchased a re-inker to match the inkpad, you
simply pull out the little re-inker bottle, apply lines of fresh ink to the inkpad,
smooth it out, let it sit a few minutes and you are good to go again.
But this is not the only use for re-inkers. While they are meant to be used to
ink an inkpad, you can use them however you like — and stampers like to
use re-inkers all kinds of ways!

What is a Re-Inker?
For the purpose of this article, “re-inker”, refers to bottles of ink sold for reinking inkpads and not similarly-sized alcohol ink bottles that you would not
use on an inkpad. And we are more narrowly looking at alternative methods
of applying re-inker ink to projects instead of using them to simply ink their
respective inkpads.
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Re-inkers are concentrated ink color. Ink applied directly onto paper rather than stamped using an inkpad will tend to
be more intense/darker. Some dye ink colors will separate or change a bit when diluted with water. Experiment to see
how your inks behave. Note: Ranger’s Distress Inks are designed to hold their color when diluted in water.

Tip: You can use Distress Stain for some re-inker techniques (although they come in a dabber-top bottle rather than a
fine-tip bottles.) Distress Stain is a fluid version of Distress Ink and not as concentrated as Distress re-inkers.
Purchasing Re-Inkers
If you are lucky enough to have a stamp or scrapbook store nearby, you may be able to find re-inkers locally; otherwise you may need to go online or look for them at a stamp convention when one comes your way! It is often a good
idea to purchase a matching re-inker when you purchase an inkpad, as it will greatly extend the life of the pad. (Some
stampers in very humid areas may find they have less problem with inkpads drying out than stampers who live in
more arid areas, so use your own experience as your guide.) You can also simply buy a re-inker separately to use for
non-inkpad techniques and never use it on an inkpad!

Tip: Can’t find re-inkers? Inkpad manufacturers often suggest places to purchase their lines on their websites. If you
have a favorite local or internet stamp seller who doesn’t carry re-inkers, ask them if they will to stock them.
Ink Types
Some re-inker techniques require particular types of ink and/or particular surfaces may require particular types of ink.
There is a quite a lot of variety out there when it comes to inkpads. Inkpad ink can very generally be divided into two
main ink types: dye inks and pigment inks. Dye inks contain soluble color that penetrates the paper’s fibers. Pigment
inks instead adhere insoluble color particles to the surface of the paper via a binder. The ink can be water-based or
solvent-based, Permanent or not.
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When you see or hear someone refer to a “regular inkpad” or “regular re-inker”, they are usually referring to water-based
dye ink rather than pigment ink, solvent-based inks or dye/pigment ink hybrids. Sometimes in YouTube videos, you
will see or hear alcohol inks referred to as “re-inkers”. Technically they are not, although sometimes you can use them
in similar ways. (Note: Sometimes you will see “re-inker” spelled “reinker”, but because this creates a confusing looking
word, the hyphen is usually included.)
Even when you see a technique calling for a specific dye ink, keep an open mind. Think about the technique’s requirements for the ink. Does the ink need to mix with water? Does it need to be slow or quick drying? Will it be used on
a particular surface where it will need to be able to dry? Experiment and see what happens if you do the technique
with a different type of ink. It may not work, but then again, you may just invent a “new” technique through your
experimentation!

Learn More: Looking for more information on re-inker inks? VSN looked at inkpads and their ink in detail in the Aug ‘03

VSN and followed up in the Aug ‘04 issue, detailing inkpad properties in Clearsnap’s, Ranger’s, Stewart Superior’s and
Tsukineko’s inkpad lines. These articles are still very helpful. You can also find information on inks on the respective
company’s websites. If you are alternatively looking for alcohol ink techniques, check out the Alcohol Inks Theme Pack.

Tip: When working with re-inkers, remember that you are not limited to the colors as they come in the bottle. Mix
them to create your own custom colors if you like. This can be as simple as kindergarten color mixing where red and
yellow make orange. Or you can experiment with different amounts of different inks to get all kinds of color variations.
(Be sure to make a note of your color recipe in an art journal if you come up with a color you especially like and think
you might want to use again in the future.)
Next: A page from one of our sponsors.
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RUBBER STAMP,
SCRAPBOOKING &
PAPER ARTS SHOWS!
StampScrapArtTour
Saturday & Sunday Shows
One Ticket Covers Both Days!
Great Variety of Vendors
Demos • Make & Takes
Hundreds of Dollars of Giveaways...
Every Day, Every Show!
A limited number of tickets are also
available for our fabulous Friday Night
Make & Take Project Parties!
For Show Locations & Tickets

www.stampscraparttour.com

www.stampscraparttour.com

Choosing Paper
When working with re-inker techniques, keep in mind that the paper you
use can affect your results. For techniques that require the dye to sink
quickly into the paper, you might go with an uncoated cardstock or watercolor paper. Watercolor paper might also be a good choice for techniques
that require a lot of water.
On the other hand, for some techniques, you want the color to move on the
paper surface. For these, you might instead choose a slick, glossy cardstock.
You could also use canvas instead of regular paper or you might use it on
another fabric like ribbon. (Regular dye re-inkers are not fabric inks, but you
can use them to dye fabrics you won’t be washing. They won’t be color fast
and so may fade with time.)

Alternate Applications
Inkpads are a wonderful way to apply ink to a stamp or to paper, but there
are other ways, including:
~ dropping or spraying ink directly onto paper
~ putting ink on a non-absorbent surface and then pressing paper into it
~ using alternate applicators to apply ink to your project surface.
We will look at each approach in detail.
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Apply to Paper Directly
Drops: Re-inkers typically come in little bottles with either an eyedropper top or a fine tip that allow you to place

drops of ink on your surface. If your surface is a very absorbent paper, the drops of ink may soak into the paper in interesting ways. If not, it may puddle in interesting ways. Or you might first spray or soak your paper with water and then
apply drops of color. The extra water allows the ink to spread and bleed further. Some inks will separate on the paper,
which again can be interesting. Play with the inks you have and see how they react to this process.

Here we have still wet water-based dye re-inkers dropped directly onto dry absorbent bond paper (left) and dry glossy
coated cardstock (right). After a few minutes, notice that the ink drop edges on the absorbent paper are starting to
wick out and we are starting to see concentric rings within the dots (especially the orange one in the middle), while
the ink on the glossy cardstock is contentedly sitting where it was originally dropped.
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Look what happens when I
first mist the dry absorbent
paper (left) . . .
. . . and the glossy coated
paper (right) with water
and then use the same dyebased ink to drop color on
the paper!
Or you can go a different
way by dropping ink on dry
glossy cardstock and then
blowing on the drops through a straw or used canned air to move them
around on your paper. (This works best with very wet water-based inks
and coated papers.) Or you might alternately spray water on the drops of
ink to dilute and move them. Or pat the ink drops with a sponge to create interesting textures. Or use a child’s toy color spinner to spin re-inker
onto your surface.

Tip: Whenever you are working with large amounts of water and re-inker
on a surface, keep in mind that it tends to keep blending and moving
while it is still wet. You may sometimes want to use a heat tool to speed
drying to lock in the look before it blends further.
Next: Stamp art using dropped re-inker methods.
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Gail Ellison (6 1/8” x 4 3/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (River City Rubber Works), Cardstock
(white, yellow, black), Coffee filters, Clothespins, Re-inkers
(red, green, yellow), Scissors, Glue stick, Inkpad (black).

“Experiment with folding large coffee filters in various
ways. When folded to desired shape, clip with a clothespin
to hold in place and also to use as a holder.”
“Spritz the coffee filter with water. Then apply re-inkers in
three to four colors, drop by drop, in various areas, leaving
some small white areas if you like. Spread open to dry.”
“When dry, cut portions you wish to use and apply to
cardstock with gluestick. Mount over black and yellow
cardstock. Stamp text in black ink.”

Kathy Nycz (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Inkadinkado Friendship), Turquoise glitter card
(The Paper Cut), Watercolor paper (cold press), Cardstock (white),
Crafters pigment inkpad (Colorbox: black), Pigment inkpad
(Colorbox: Eggplant), Embossing Powder (Draggin’ Ink: Purple
Metallic), Heat tool, Dye re-inkers (Marvy Matchable: Wine, Celery; Ranger Distress: Tumbled Glass, Ranger Holiday Vintage:
Starry Night), Wire (purple, 4”), Double-sided tape, Double-sided
foam tape, Gem stickers, Fiskars decorative corner punch, Water
spritzer, Thick tacky glue.

“Spritz watercolor paper until you can see the water shine. Randomly drop ink on the paper in four re-inker colors. Drops should
blend into each other. If the drops don’t blend, spritz on more
water. When colors have blended and no white is showing, blot
with a paper towel and then finish drying with a heat tool or
allow to air dry.”
“The watercolor must be completely dry before stamping. Stamp
‘Be Yourself’ in upper right corner in black Crafters Ink; heat set.
Use a decorative corner punch on all four corners. Mount to turquoise glitter card. Set aside.”
“Stamp dress in eggplant pigment ink on white cardstock and
emboss in purple powder. Mix a drop of wine re-inker with a
teaspoon of water and paint dress. Cut dress out, cutting off
straps. Make a hanger with purple wire and glue it to card. Use
foam mounting tape on the dress and mount dress with bodice
on bottom of hanger. Cut two gem strips for the dress straps and
connect dress to top of hanger.”

Gail Ellison (7 1/4” x 3 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Magenta), Paper Towels (1 or more sheets,
good quality), Re-inkers (rust, yellow, copper metallic), Cardstock (white, black), Spray bottle and water, Paper plate or tray,
Adhesive.

“Place paper towel on a paper plate or tray. Spray with water.
Drop re-inker colors onto surface and allow to spread. Squirt/
drizzle metallic re-inker in swirly designs. Blot with dry paper
towel if you accidentally squirt too much metallic. Allow to dry.”
“Stamp images in black on white cardstock. Apply portions of
torn dyed towel over cardstock. Mount on black cardstock.”

Gail Ellison (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (Rubber Moon?), Watercolor paper,
Cardstock (black, white), stamp ink (black), Re-inkers
(yellow, light green, blue, pink), Water, Brush, Gold
metallic marker, Adhesive.

“Wet watercolor paper by brushing with a large brush.
While paper is wet, drop desired colors of re-inkers,
adding more water if needed. Allow to dry.”
“When dry, scribble with gold metallic marker. Stamp
image(s). Tear portions you wish to use. Mount on
black and white cardstock.”

Shona Erlenborn (7” x 5”)
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle), Dye-based re-inkers (green,
blue), Cardstock (glossy white), Stirrer strawer, Embossing powder (Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle: Sparkle, Mediterranean), VersaMark ink,
Spellbinders Die-Cut (Ribbon Tags Trio Two), Ribbon (sheer blue),
Embossable Acetate, Alcohol inks (yellow, red), Black Archival ink,
Tissue, Xryon, Button brads (white tiny), mini clothes pegs, Dimensionals adhesives. (Most supplies from Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle.)

“To make background, drip green and blue dye-based re-inkers all
over glossy white cardstock. Blow the ink around the card with a
stirrer. Before the inks dry, apply Sparkle embossing powder and
heat emboss.”
“Stamp sentiment in Versamark on cardstock scrap and heat
emboss with Mediterranean powder. Die-cut and emboss with Ribbon Tags Trio Two die and attach to bottom of card with blue sheer
ribbon. Attach to glossy card front.”
“For shirt, apply two yellow and red alcohol inks using a felt applicator onto Embossable Acetate. Stamp flower image on the same
side as the re-inkers in Black Archival Ink and use a tissue to wipe
off the ink; it will take the re-inker off where the black ink was.
Adhere the acetate to a piece of white cardstock. (I used my Xyron
machine). Cut out in the shape of a shirt and add the collar from the
scrap. Attach the little white button brads. Clip on the mini clothes
pegs and attach to card front with dimensionals.”

Shona Erlenborn (4 ¼” 5 ½” )
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle), Embossing folder (M-bossabilities Music Folder) & Die-cut
machine, Dye-based re-inkers (purple, yellow, eggplant), Stirrer straw, Embossing powder (Sparkle
‘N Sprinkle: Sparkle), Distress Ink (Ranger: Festive
Berries), Tissue, Cardstock (white glossy, purple),
Memento ink (black), VersaMark ink, heat tool,
Dimensionals adhesive.

“Run glossy cardstock through music embossing
folder. Drip drops of purple, yellow and eggplant
dye-based re-inkers onto piece. Use a stirrer to
blow the ink in different directions all over the card.
Before it dries, sprinkle Sparkle embossing powder
over entire piece and heat emboss. Apply Festive
Berries Distress Ink and then rub off excess with
a tissue. Layer piece to purple and then to white
glossy cardstock.”
“Stamp images in black Memento ink on white
cardstock. Drop with yellow re-inker and blow
through the stirrer again. When dry, cut out and
apply VersaMark ink to the pieces and heat emboss
with Sparkle embossing powder. Attach to cardfront with dimensionals.”

Sandra Barnes (8” x 5 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Magenta), Re-inkers (Stampin’ Up: Taken with Teal,
Bermuda Bay, Blue Bayou, Clearsnap: Colorbox Gold), Krylon Leafing
pen, Cardstock (glossy white, Stampin’ Up Blue Bayou), Craft Sheet,
Baby wipes, Crayola Color Twister, Foam tape, Double-sided removable tape, Embossing powder (Stampendous: Gold).

“Stick 4 1/2” x 4 1/2” white glossy paper into bottom of Color Twister
with double-sided tape. Spin paper around while adding drops of
Blue Bayou re-inker. Remove, let dry. Edge with gold leaf pen and glue
to Bayou paper; edge this paper with gold leaf as well.”
“Place baby wipe on craft sheet and add two to three drops of each
re-inker, starting with darkest color first and ending with lightest so
they cover the same area as butterfly stamp. Ink butterfly by pressing onto inked baby wipe and stamp onto glossy paper. Cut out. Add
details with gold leaf pen.”
“Trying to be frugal, I balled up the baby wipe and covered another
piece of glossy paper with the left-over ink. Cut out a circle of this
inked paper and stamp the sentiment in the center using the gold
ink and embossing powder. Glue to the center of the Twister artwork.
Attach butterflies to card using foam tape.”

Re-Inker Spread: One popular way of using re-inker drops on paper is the “Re-inker Spread “ technique (also called

“Floating Re-inker Watercolor Technique”, “Re-inker Float”, “Re-inker Splash” or “Watercolor Bleed.”) This is a variation of
dotting re-inker onto a wet surface, the difference being that the surface has an open line image heat embossed on it
so that the inks tend to pool within the open sections of the embossed image.
The original Re-inker Spread technique was shared by Crystal French at a Stampin’ Up regional seminar in 2009.
Google it and you will find it all over the internet, almost always shown using a Stampin’ Up rose stamp on their Shimmer White cardstock. I decided to go a little differently, using a poppy stamp (Embossing Arts.)
Stamp and emboss an open line image in white
on white cardstock. The embossing is important
because the embossed lines hold the ink color
in the various sections of the image. The white
on white is part of this technique’s look, but you
really could use any color embossing you like.
You want cardstock heavy enough to handle
getting fairly wet and also that will let the water
“float” on top rather than absorbing into it. I
tried it with both glossy white cardstock and
watercolor paper. My cardstock tended to curl
quite a bit; to make things easier, use removable
tape to hold the paper down while you work.
Mist the embossed image generously with
water so you have a fairly even watery coat.
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Put a dot each of several water-based dye re-inkers onto a palette, craft sheet or other slick surface. Dip a waterbrush or a wet brush into the dots of re-inkers to pick up the ink. Then brush or dot the ink onto the water covered
embossed image. Use several colors. As you work, the colors blend and flow and will tend to puddle to create darker
areas in places. It’s ok if the ink flows outside of the lines; you can cut out the image afterwards.
When you are happy with the look, use a heat tool to dry the ink in place.

Next: Stamp art using the Re-inker Spread technique.
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Jan MacNeil (4” x 5 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Rose - Stampin’ Up, Text - Magenta),
Cardstock (white glossy & non-glossy, green), VersaMark
inkpad, Embossing powder (white), Olive green ink
(Stampin’ Up), Spritzer, Water, Small paintbrush, Craft
Sheet, Scissors, Foam, Double-sided tape, Water-based
Re-inkers (Marvy Matchable: Crimson Lake; Stampin’ Up:
Pretty in Pink, Barely Banana), Die-cut leaves (Stampin’
Up/Sizzlets), Ribbon (green).

“Stamp rose in VersaMark
ink on glossy cardstock
and emboss in white.
Add one drop of each
ink separately on a craft
sheet. Spritz rose with
water. Pick up darkest
ink and paint outer
petals. Don’t worry
about water running
into middle petals or outside
image. Clean brush and color middle petals with pink. Clean brush again and fill in center of flower
with yellow. Once you are happy, set aside to dry. Once dry, cut out image.”
“Cut out leaves from green cardstock using die. Add ribbon to front of white cardstock. Ink part of
word stamp in green ink and stamp in upper right. Tape leaves to back of rose, mount onto ribbon
using foam tape. Lightly curl up outer edges of rose. Mount on green card.”
“Inside (shown left): Add a strip of ribbon to white cardstock. Stamp remaining words in green ink
above ribbon. Cut separate piece of ribbon to tie in bow around ribbon strip.”

Joan Petty (5 1/2” x 5 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle), Cardstock (cream,
white coated), Spellbinders label die-cut using decorative
paper, Spellbinders open scalloped black circular die-cut,
White lace paper doily, White embossing ink, Versamarker
inkpad, Heat tool, Leaf punch (Martha Stewart), Green
paper, Black Permapaque pen, Re-inkers (3 shades of pink),
Water spritzer, Aqua pen, Ribbon (Really Reasonable Ribbons: pink and silver sparkle.)

“Stamp two roses on white card in Versamark ink and
emboss in white. Spritz lightly with water; allow to stand a
while. Squeeze three drops of different colored pinks onto a
plastic palette (or use inkpad lid). Pick up darkest pink color
with aqua pen and cover outside of roses. It does not matter if you go over the embossed lines. Clean your brush and
repeat, picking up a drop of the middle pink and painting
middle of image. Repeat with lightest pink to paint center.
Stand up your images to dry so inks blend. Cut out.”
“Color edges of cream card with black pen. Glue label
paper die-cut in card center, and matt scalloped circular
black die-cut, then white paper doily. Punch five green
leaves and glue in place. Mount the floating water color
roses one over the other. Make ribbon bow and attach to
left of the roses.”

Nancie Waterman (5” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Poppy (Embossing Arts), Watercolor paper,
Cardstock (white, glossy), VersaMark ink, Embossing
powder (Ranger: white, black), Water-based, dye
re-inkers (orange, yellow, green), Fairly dry green
marker (Marvy), Mister bottle, water.

“These are the samples I created for the how-to
pictures. They have not been made into completed
cards but show variations on the technique. They
also point out that areas outside of the stamped
image get pretty messy during this process, which
is why in most cases, you will probably want to
cut out the image once it is dry and mount on a
separate card.”
“The first sample was stamped and embossed
in white on watercolor paper and the flower
portion was colored as described previously
using yellow/orange and pink/orange re-inkers.
I then used a fairly dry green marker to color
the leaves and stem when the paper was still
slightly damp; it’s okay to combine techniques! Again, I
didn’t have to be careful with my coloring because I intend
to cut it out when I am ready to use it on a card.”
“The second sample was instead stamped and embossed
on white glossy cardstock in black and colored as
described previously.”

Sprays
Another way to use re-inkers is to mix them with water and optionally with powdered pigments to create a spray. Why
mix your own spray? While some inkpad lines also offer spray versions of their inks, not all do and you can also mix reinker colors to create your own custom colors.
Keep in mind that ink intensity tends to be stronger when ink is still wet. Experiment on a scrap of your project’s paper,
allow it to dry or dry it with a heat tool and then evaluate the resulting color before committing to it for your project.
You may find you need to tweak the ink/water ratio to get the look you want. This can be a messy process, so prepare
your work surface and expect your hands to get a bit inky (unless you wear gloves.)

Put a few drops of water-based re-inker into a small fine-mist spray bottle. ( The “Mini Spritzer” bottles shown in this
article are from Seaside Stampin’ Ink. Owner Kathy Krivitski has been experimenting with techniques using these bottles and demoing them at shows for about ten years.) Add water to fill it up to where the twist top section begins. (If
you fill it more, it will overflow when you put the spray top back on. Shake and then spray on your surface. Experiment
with different ink/water ratios. Dye-based inks, because they are thinner, tend to spray better than pigment inks.
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Tim Holtz makes a version of this that he calls “Perfect Pearls Mists” by placing a little scoop of Perfect Pearls in mini
spray bottle, a dropper full of Distress re-inker (I’m using Ranger Vintage ink in the pictures) and then filling the rest
with water. The colors of Perfect Pearls and re-inkers you choose will determine the look of the mist you create. Perfect
Pearls have a binder in them that is activated with water, so that it should stick to the paper surface when dry.

Tip: Don’t go too heavy on the powdered pigments as they can sometimes
clog the sprayer. Try a tiny scoop of about 1/8 of a teaspoon to start. Years ago,
Seaside Stampin’ Ink suggested mixing Pearl Ex with liquid hair spray, calling
it “Hairspray Hues”. To stick with artist supplies, instead add an 1/8 teaspoon of
gum Arabic powder to Pearl Ex mixture to act as a binder.
Spray on your project. Experiment with spraying closer or a little further away,
with the paper vertical or flat on your work surface. Here I stamped the paper
first using archival ink (stamp: JudiKins partial image.) You can’t see the shimmer of the Perfect Pearls in the picture but it is there.

Learn More: Check out Tim’s Perfect Pearls Mists video on his blog.
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You could also first lay a mask or stencil
(above: Evolving Images) over your surface
before spraying. Or stamp and emboss an
image (right: Life of The Party) and then spray
over it. If you are using water-based inks, you
can wipe the excess ink off the embossing.

Tip: Wash out the sprayer afterwards as sometimes allowing this type of mixture to dry in
the spray mechanism can cause clogging.
If you store the spray in the mister, store it
upright so the spray isn’t settling in the spray
mechanism.

Next: Stamp art using sprayed re-inker methods and then a page from one of our sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman (4” x 6 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (City - B Line Designs, Memories - Catslife Press), Dye Re-inker (Ranger:
Vintage Pumpkin Pie), Archival inkpad
(Ranger: Jet Black), Perfect Pearls (Ranger:
bronze), Water, Mini spritzer bottle (Seaside
Stamping), Cardstock (yellow, black, burgundy), Xyron Adhesive.

“Mix a tiny scoop of re-inker, a squeeze of
Pumpkin Pie re-inker and water in a mini mister. Spray over yellow cardstock. Allow to dry.”
“Stamp city on sprayed cardstock in black
ink. Stamp text on burgundy cardstock in
black ink. Trim city layer and mount on black
and then burgundy card.”

Polished Stone Technique - Using Copic Various Inks (Copics are an alcohol base ink & work just like Ranger alcohol inks) wet a cotton ball with
Colorless Blender, then add 2 or 3 complimentary colors of ink and dab on glossy cardstock with a twisting motion. For a metallic look add a drop
or two of gold or silver ink and dab on top of colors. Use our fine detail embossing powders to emboss you image on top of your technique paper.

for all your paper crafting needs, just call or visit us @ 1-888-901-9173
email info@sparklensprinkle.com or on-line at www.sparklensprinkle.com
2107 College Ave E, Ste 7, Ruskin, FL 33570

Monoprints
Another way to get ink from a re-inker onto your
project without an inkpad is to first apply the ink to
another surface and then press the surface of your
project onto the inked surface, transferring the ink.
This is called a “monoprint” because with this method,
you will create one unique print per application. (You
might repeat the process if the ink remains wet after
the first pressing, but it will still be different because
the second generation print will be lighter and/or the
ink will have moved in creating the first print.)
Monoprints can be done with either water-based dye
or pigment inks. Some are intentionally created; others
are just “happy accidents” when pressing paper onto a
craft sheet to clean up after another technique.

Craft Sheet Prints: You can use any smooth non-absorbent surface to create a monoprint, like a piece of glass or
plastic for example. But many stampers have a craft sheet (Ranger) in their stamping area and this will also work to create monoprints, because the craft sheet allows the movement and flow of the ink.
If you are working on a project and notice that you are collecting ink on a craft sheet underneath, take a spare piece
of cardstock and lay it face down onto the ink to transfer the ink to the surface and clean your craft sheet at the same
time. Press once or repeat, moving the paper around until you have a look that you like. If you still have ink on the craft
sheet, get another piece of paper and do it again!
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Or, start with a clean craft
sheet and drop or spray
re-inker onto it. Then press
paper face down into the
ink. Repeat until you get
the coverage you like. You
can pat, twist or swipe the
paper across the surface.

Learn More: Tim Holtz does a
lot of this type of thing in
his artwork. See the demo
videos on his blog.
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Acetate Sheet Monoprints: Another way to create monoprints is to use clear acetate as the work surface. This is

sometimes referred to as the “Smoosh Technique” because you are pressing two layers together to mix colors. You can
do it with two pieces of acetate (sometimes referred to as “window sheets”), but many stampers like using a cut open
sheet protector; because you are working with a folded piece of plastic, it keeps things more neatly contained.

Lay the open plastic on your work surface and apply several scattered dots of several water-based re-inker colors to
the plastic. Here again, you can use dye inks or pigment inks or some of each. The ink will blend together; pick colors
that mix well together.
Close the folded plastic so that the ink is sandwiched between the two layers. Press and twist the plastic to move and
blend the ink.
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Open the plastic and lay cardstock face-down on the inked surfaces. Or put
two pieces of cardstock back-to-back on top of each other and close them
inside the sheet protector to make two at once. Use your hand to move the
transparency plastic around so that the ink blends and moves.
Open the sheet protector and/or turn over the paper and see what you’ve
got. Repeat until you like the look (next page.) Then wash the acetate or sheet
protector to use another time.
Try this technique with other art mediums and/or add powdered pigments to
the mix. I’ve also seen this done using two pieces of clear acetate, mixing reinkers with clear adhesives like Diamond Glaze, Glossy Accents or Crystal
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Effects. Instead of then pressing cardstock onto
the surface, the ink/glue mixture is allowed to
dry on the acetate and the inked acetate itself is
used on a stamped card or other project. (Often
the reverse side of the acetate is stamped with
black StazOn ink or stamped and embossed.)

Shaving Cream Monoprints: Yet another
way to get re-inkers onto your project is to
use shaving cream as the transfer surface. This
has been a popular method for creating backgrounds for stamped projects for years and it
never really gets old.
Spray shaving cream into a pan or plate, covering the surface at least 1/4” deep. Smooth with a
spatula or wide craft trowel. Drop a few drops
of re-inker onto the shaving cream surface and
then use a wood skewer or comb to marble the
ink and then place a card-sized piece of cardstock face down onto the shaving cream surface, making sure the entire
surface of the cardstock is in contact with the shaving cream. Lift the cardstock up and use the trowel or spatula to
scrape the shaving cream off the cardstock, leaving the inked pattern behind.

Learn More: For more detailed shaving cream technique directions, see Apr ‘02 VSN’s Kitchen Sink Backgrounds article.
Next: Stamp art made with monoprint methods and then a page from one of our sponsors.
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Sandra Barnes (8” x 5 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Bird Background - Stampin’ Up, Woman - Rubber
Stampede, Sentiment - Magenta), Mica Magic re-inkers (Antique
Gold, Red), StazOn ink (black), Pigment ink (ColorBox gold), Acetate,
Cardstock (gold, red, black), Embossing powder (Stampendous:
Detail Gold), Paper adhesive.

“Drop a couple drops of each color re-inker onto a piece of acetate;
cover with another piece the same size and move the colors around.
Separate to dry. (Note: Mica Magic takes a long time to dry.)”
“When dry, turn over and stamp lady onto acetate using StazOn ink.
Glue to black paper, then gold to frame the lady.”
“Stamp bird background onto red paper in StazOn ink. Use gold ink
and embossing powder to stamp and emboss sentiment on black
paper; mount on gold cardstock. Glue these two into place and glue
red cardstock to black.”

Patty Buttar (6 1/4” x 4 7/8”)
Supplies: Stamps (Flower Pot/flowers – Magenta, Butterflies – Hero Arts),
Distress Ink Re-inkers (Ranger: Bundled Sage, Peeled Paint, Milled Lavender, Dusty Concord, Broken China Distress Re-inkers), Black Memento
ink (Tsukineko), Cardstock (white, Ranger: Bundled Sage and Dusty Concord), Background paper – Magenta, Crystal Stickles (Ranger), Amber
rhinestones (Dollar Store), Heirloom Gold Perfect Pearls Mist (Ranger),
Paper Adhesive.

“Technique from Tim Holtz: Stamp flower pot onto plain white cardstock

with black Memento ink. Drip one or two drops of a variety of Distress reinkers on a craft sheet. Spritz with water. Dab stamped image in re-inkers
several times and let dry.”
“Mat to purple cardstock and attach to green card front. Drip same re-inkers, but less green, onto the craft sheet. Dab plain white cardstock several
times and let dry.”

“Stamp flower pot image in black onto colored piece. Cut out flowers.
Shape flowers and attach to background with foam tape. Spritz with Heirloom Gold Mist. Attach rhinestones to flower centers with Stickles. Stamp
flower pot onto background paper in black. Cut out image. Sponge Walnut
Stain Distress ink along right edge to create a shadow. Attach over background with foam tape.”
“Place a drop of several re-inkers on the craft sheet. Spritz a piece of watercolor paper with water, spritz drops of re-inker, and dab paper into re-inker
several times. When dry, spray with Heirloom Gold Mist and let dry. Stamp
butterflies in black, cut out, and mount to card with foam tape.”

Jan MacNeil (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (Magenta), Cardstock (mauve, glossy white),
Water-based re-inkers (Stampin’ Up: Perfect Plum, Almost
Amethyst), VersaMark inkpad, Embossing powder (white),
Craft Sheet, Spritzer, Water, Table salt, Paper Adhesive.

“Stamp flowers on glossy white cardstock in VersaMark ink
and emboss in white. Lightly spritz craft sheet with water.
Add two to three drops of each re-inker. Tip sheet slightly to
allow inks to bleed together a bit.”
“Place embossed image face down onto craft sheet and
lightly rub back of image to spread ink. Lift up, lightly spritz
remaining ink on craft sheet and lay image overtop again
at a different angle and again lightly rub on back of image
to spread ink. Sprinkle some salt onto your wet image and
set aside to dry.”
“Once dry, rub off loose salt. Mount on white and then
mauve cardstock.”

Sandra Barnes (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (Flowers - Magenta, Text - Stampin’ Up),
Distress Re-inkers (Faded Jeans, Tumbled Glass), Distress inkpad (Chipped Sapphire), Smooch Spray (Vanilla Shimmer),
Cardstock (white), Clear report cover, Mini mister, silver Dot
Sparklers peel Oofs (Stampendous), silver Chain peel offs
(Magenta), Round silver peel offs (Elizabeth Craft Designs),
Paper Adhesive.

“Open report cover and add three to four drops of Faded
Jeans and Tumbled Glass re-inkers. Spray two to three times
with Smooch spray over all and add a couple of squirts of
water from the mini mister. Close cover and gently rub the
colors around. I put two pieces of paper together and put
them inside the cover and then closed the cover and moved
the inks around each piece of paper. This gives you two pieces
to use for backgrounds.”
“Once dry, stamp flowers and sentiment with Chipped Sapphire ink. Add sparkle dots to cover the berries of the stamped
flowers. Put small silver peel offs in the outer corners to
resemble brads and add silver chain peel offs to outer edge.”

Pat Garvin (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Marks Finest Papers), Distress Re-inkers
(Spun Sugar, Bundled Sage, Antique Linen), Pearl Ex Gold
Metallic re-inker, Craft sheet, Spray bottle, Water, Archival
Jet Black ink (Ranger), Cardstock (white, green), Flourish die
(Cheerly Lynn), Die-cut machine, Paper Adhesive.

“Drop four to five drops of three different colored re-inkers
on a craft sheet. Spray with water and then add three to four
drops of Metallic Gold. Lay cardstock glossy side down on
top of the ink; smooth out the cardstock with your hands
and then twist it in a circular motion. Lift it up off the mat.”
“When dry, stamp greeting directly on the piece in Archival
Jet Black ink. Stamp butterflies the same way on another
piece and then cut out and pop up. Layer on card with
leaves and flowers die-cuts. Embellish flower centers with
gold gemstones.”

Pat Garvin (4 1/2” x 4 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Marks Finest Papers), Distress Reinkers (Broken China, Victorian Velvet, Antique Linen),
Craft sheet, Spray bottle, Water, Archival Jet Black ink
(Ranger), Cardstock (Stampin’ Up: white, blues, green),
Paper Adhesive.

“Drop three rows of re-inker dots on a craft sheet, one
row for each color. Spray with water. Lay glossy cardstock face down and slide it across from one side to
the other. Lift it up off the mat.”
“Once dry, stamp directly on the piece with Archival
Jet Black ink. Layer onto blue and green cardstocks.”

Gail Ellison (4 1/8” x 5 3/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (Hero Arts), Shaving Cream,
Paper plate, Spatula, Paper towels, Skewer, Reinkers (blue, magenta, red), Craft sheet, Spray
bottle, Water, Archival Jet Black ink (Ranger),
Cardstock (white glossy, pink, blue), Vellum,
Stamping ink, Brads, Paper Adhesive.

“Squirt a mound of shaving cream on a paper
plate and smooth with a spatula. Drop several
colors of re-inkers on the cream and swirl with
a skewer or straw. Take care not to over-mix or
muddy the colors.”
“Lay a piece of glossy cardstock face down on to
the cream, lightly pressing down to make good
contact. Gently remove by pulling with a dragging motion. Wipe clean with paper towels. The
surface will be very slippery; take care if stamping. I just use it for backgrounds.”
“Cut pieces to size and layer on coordinating
cardstock. Stamp message or image on vellum,
cut out and attach with brads.”

Alternative Applicators
But there is still more! You can also use felt applicators, brushes, sponges, baby wipes, brayers, marbles and other
found objects to get re-inker onto your surface in interesting ways. Why would you want to do this? Because each
method gives you a different look, a different pattern, a different texture.

Brushes: One nice way to use re-inkers is to treat them as watercolor paints. Simply mix with a bit of water and paint!

Stamp an image in permanent ink, or stamp and emboss it (so the stamped
image won’t bleed when painted.) Put a drop of water-based re-inker in a craft
palette or on a craft sheet. Use a waterbrush or other wet brush to pick up the ink
color. Paint the stamped image (above right: Coronado Island Design.)
Or use brushes to stipple ink onto your surface. This is often particularly effective
for creating backgrounds and for creating aged, distressed affects along project
edges. Drop re-inker on craft sheet. Mist lightly with water (or not). Tap a stipple
brush into the wet ink and then tap or brush onto your project surface.

Next: Stamp art made with re-inkers and brushes
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Patty Buttar (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Tree – Magenta, Words – Hero Arts),
Distress Ink (Ranger: Peeled Paint, Bundled Sage; Walnut Stain Distress Ink), Black Memento ink (Tsukineko),
Cardstock (white, Reflections: brown), Watercolor paper
(Canson), Green background paper, Waterbrush, Postal
Sizzix embossing folder & Die-cut machine, Foam tape,
Paper Adhesive.

“Technique from Tim Holtz: Spritz watercolor paper with
water. Pick up re-inkers with wide waterbrush and color
wash the watercolor paper. Let dry.”
“When dry, stamp tree on watercolored paper in black ink.
Trim. Sponge edges with Walnut Stain Distress ink. Mat to
brown cardstock.”
“Cut a piece of background paper to fit card front. Run
through Cuttlebug with postal embossing folder. Sponge
walnut stain around edges. Attach to brown card front.
Attach matted tree to center of card.”
“Stamp words in black on scrap of water colored paper.
Trim, mat to brown, and attach to bottom right of card
with foam tape.”

Patty Buttar (6 1/4” x 4 7/8”)
Supplies: Stamp (Magenta), Watercolor paper (Canson),
Cardstock (purple, Ranger: Bundled Sage), Black pigment ink
(Clearsnap), Distress Ink (Ranger: Peeled Paint), Embossing
powder (black), Distress Re-inkers (Ranger: Bundled Sage,
Peeled Paint, Dusty Concord, Faded Jeans, Wild Honey, Aged
Mahogany), Waterbrush, Foam tape, Paper Adhesive.

“Color wash watercolor paper with Bundled Sage and Peeled
Paint re-inkers. Trim, sponge edges with Peeled Paint ink,
mat to purple and attach to front of green card.”
“Stamp bird image on watercolor paper in black pigment ink
and emboss in black. Watercolor image with re-inkers using
water brush. Cut out images within the stamp separately
and attach to color washed paper. Shape birds and attach
to card front with foam tape.”

Shona Erlenborn (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle), Cardstock (cream),
Embossing ink, Embossing powder (Mulberry Star), Waterbrush, Dye-based re-inkers (yellow, green, blue, pink),
Scalloped Heart die and M-bossibilities Hearts embossing
folder (both Spellbinders), Die-cut machine, Dimensionals,
Paper adhesive.

“Stamp all images on cream cardstock and heat emboss
with Mulberry Star embossing powder. Touch the tip of a
waterbrush to a dye-based re-inker (yellow, green, blue and
pink) and color in the hibiscus flower and three hummingbirds. Then cut out the four images.”
“Die-cut and emboss sentiment using Scalloped Heart die.
Die-cut the four corner hearts using the smaller die. Run
through Hearts embossing folder. Layer to purple cardstock
and then onto cream card front. Attach hummingbirds and
sentiment with dimensionals.”

Barb Benson (5 3/8” x 4 3/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Stamp A Mania, Sparkle N Sprinkle),
Cardstock (shimmery white, black, lavender, vellum),
Watermark ink, Black StazOn ink, Re-inkers (3 colors),
Embossing powder (white), Aqua painter, Embossing
folder, Border punch, Brads, Brush, Pop Dots.

“Heat emboss image on shimmery paper with white
embossing powder. Dip aqua painter in re-inkers and
paint image; cut out.”
“Cut card from black cardstock. Cut smaller piece of lavender cardstock and run through embossing folder. Punch
border on bottom edge of 3 3/4” x 4 1/2” piece of vellum
and stamp sentiment in StazOn ink. Attach to lavender
embossed piece with two brads at top. Attach to card. Cut
narrow strip of black cardstock, punch border, and attach
under vellum border. Attach image with pop dots.”

Barb Benson (6” x 6”)
Supplies: Stamps (Stamp A Mania), Cardstock (black, light
grey, copper metallic), VersaMark ink, Re-inker (Brilliance
Starlight Silver), Embossing powders (copper, red, aqua),
Chalk - light brown, Corner punch, small feathers, Pop
Dots, Brush, Feathers, Paper adhesive.

“Stamp both images on black cardstock in VersaMark
ink. Heat emboss with red and aqua embossing powders.
Paint portions of each with silver re-inker; cut out.”
“Heat emboss sentiment on light grey cardstock with
copper embossing powder; trim. Shade lightly with chalk,
and mount to metallic cardstock.”
“Cut card from metallic cardstock. Lightly shade a smaller
piece of light grey cardstock in chalk and punch corners
and then layer on top. Attach sentiment. Attach bird with
pop dots. Cut small slit toward front of pot. Insert feathers and glue to back of pot. Attach pot to card.”

Gail Ellison (5 1/2” x 5 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Stamps ‘N More), Watercolor
paper, Cardstock (red, white), Crayons, Brush,
Sponge, Water, Re-inkers (blue), Paper adhesive.

“Draw designs on watercolor paper with a heavy
hand. Color paper with various colors of crayons. Wet paper with brush and sponge. Squirt
blue re-inker or several colors on wet paper and
spread with wet brush. Crayon will resist. When
dry, cut to size and layer onto red cardstock.”
“Stamp crayons and text on white cardstock.
Layer onto blue card and then mount crayoned
panel on top.”

Deborah Ehrhardt (7” x 5”)
Supplies: Stamps (La Blanche), Cardstock (Mohawk
Pegasus Brilliant White), Archival ink (Ranger: black),
Waterbrush, Distress Re-inkers (Tattered Rose, Milled Lavender, Shabby Shutters, Tea Dye, Vintage Photo, Walnut
Stain, Scattered Straw, Antique Linen), Sponge applicator,
Vellum, Scissors, Glue Dots, Tim Holtz Core’dinations Kraft
Core paper, Embossing Folder (Cuttlebug Kassie’s Brocade), Die-cut machine, Sandpaper, Trim (Trim Craft Paper
Collection), Flower (Prima Marketing), Foam tape.

“Stamp images on white cardstock in black Archival ink.
Tint stamped images using a waterbrush and Distress reinkers. Sponge Antique Linen Distress ink around edges.”
“Stamp scroll image again on vellum in black Archival ink.
Cut out three angel wings. Adhere to angel images with
glue dots.”
“Cut layer from green Kraft Core paper. Distress edges
with Distress tool. Dry emboss with embossing folder and
sand to reveal kraft core. Add trim to left side of card and
adhere flower with foam tape.”

Sponges: Different sponge types have different textures and can create some pretty interesting patterns when used
to apply re-inker onto a surface. Try cosmetic sponges, kitchen sponges, sea sponges, sponge daubers or compressed
sponges. Each will give you a different look. Try both dye inks or pigment inks. Try using a dry sponge or a wet sponge.
Try misting your paper with water first. Or don’t.

Squeeze out drops of re-inker on a
palette or craft sheet. Mist lightly with
water (or not).
Tap a sponge into the wet ink and
then onto your project surface. Here
used a small sea sponge, a cosmetic
sponge and a round sponge ball to
create three different sponged effects.
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Or alternatively, apply re-inkers directly to the sponge. Then tap or
pull the sponge across the project surface.
Dee Gruenig of Posh Impressions used to demo this by applying
her Inkabilities inks to the edge of a compressed sponge to create
bold stripes and plaids.
You could also alternatively mix re-inkers and powdered pigments
and brush or sponge the color on your surface. Pick up just a little
bit of powder with the tip of a dry paintbrush or a popsicle stick,
the end of a paintbrush, etc and mix it into a few drops of re-inker
on a palette or craft sheet and then sponge onto your project.

Tip: If you find yourself with left-over ink on your craft mat or
sponge when you are finished with your project, don’t waste it. Pull
out some scrap paper and sponge it for use in future projects. This
can also be a way to use stamped misprints. Sometimes an impartial or smeared print can be salvaged by sponging random colors
over it to create a distressed background look.
Next: Stamp art made with re-inkers and sponges plus a page
from one of our sponsors.
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Joan Petty (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Crafty Individuals), Re-inkers & solid sponge
(Ranger), Silver stick-on borders (Anita Stamps), Embossing ink
(Sparkle ‘N Sprinkle: black), StazOn ink (black), Marker pen (Permapaque: black), VersaMark inkpad, Heat tool, Card (burgundy
side-folded), Paper Adhesive.

“Put various spots of re-inker colors along wedge edge of a hard
sponge. Spritz a sheet of white coated cardstock lightly with water.
Randomly drag the sponge down over the page and then allow to
dry. Using this method, you will never get the same pattern twice!”
“Cut striped re-inker cardstock to 4” x 3 3/4”; glue in the top portion
of the main card. Cut two 1” squares of striped cardstock and diagonally cut the squares to make triangular pieces to be added at the
bottom of other striped portion.”
“Stamp the small corner image in black onto each triangular piece.
Stamp one corner image on white card, edge with black marker pen
and glue in the upper right corner of card.”
“Again using black ink, stamp ‘Happy Birthday’ on white cardstock.
Cut into two pieces, edging with black marker. Stamp bird cage in
VersaMark ink onto white cardstock and emboss in black. Color and
cut out the image. Stick silver borders over the top of the triangular
pieces and across the bottom of the card. Adhere completed bird
cage image to left hand side of card and ‘Happy Birthday’ to the
lower right of this image.”

Joan Petty (4” x 6”)
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle ‘ N Sprinkle), Black marker
pen (Permapaque), StazOn ink (black), Re-inkers &
hard sponge (Ranger), Cardstock (white coated, white
top folded card.) Thread, Buttons, Water spritzer, Word
punch, Paper Adhesive.

“Put various spots of re-inker colors along the wedge
edge of a hard sponge. Spritze a sheet of white coated
card lightly with water. Randomly press the sponge
across and over the page; allow to dry. Using this
method, you will never get the same pattern twice!”
“Cut three 3 1/2” x 1 1/2” pieces from background cardstock and outline all edges using a black marker
before adhering to main white card. Stamp sewing
machine, thimble, scissors and words in black on
white cardstock. Color using medium of your choice
and cut out carefully.”
“Punch out the words using a word punch. Assemble
as shown, over the top of the background re-inker
pieces. Add buttons and small piece of thread.”

Inspiring creativity... one stamp at a time.
SHOP!

Visit our online store for a wide variety of rubber stamps,
specialty paper products and other stamping goodies!

www.repeatimpressions.com

GET INSPIRED!

Visit our blog to see the design team’s latest creations, take
advantage of our blog only specials, play along with our
challenges and maybe win some FREE rubber!

www.thehousethatstampsbuilt.com

BE SOCIABLE!

Like us on Facebook for the most up to date news and specials!

www.facebook.com/RepeatImpressions

TWEET ME! www.twitter.com/RepeatWendy
PIN US! www.pinterest.com/ristamps

Repeat Impressions
PO Box 193 • Freeport, ME 04032-0193 • USA
Tel: 207-865-3794 • Fax: 207-865-3825
email: wendy@repeatimpressions.com
www.repeatimpressions.com

Ink Blending Tool/Applicator: If you like working with alcohol inks, you most likely have some variety of ink

blending tool that uses removable felt or foam pads. Usually you will want to use a felt pad with dye inks and a foam
pad for pigment inks, but try both.

Ink a fresh felt or foam applicator pad with water-based re-inkers. Use one color or several colors that work well
together. Use pigment or dye inks or both. Tap on your project surface repeatedly to create an inked background.
Experiment with misting the paper or the applicator pad with a little water before applying the ink to the paper.

Tip: If you find that you are getting defined color dots on the paper rather than a smooth blend, try giving the applicator a little twist each time you press it onto the paper.
Next: Stamp art made with re-inkers and a felt applicator and a page from one of our sponsors.
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Jan MacNeil (4 1/4” x 5 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamp (Text - Magenta), Cardstock (glossy white,
green, gold), Water-based inks (Marvy Matchable: yellow,
Stampin’ Up: Mellow Moss, Kiwi, Tsukineko: Lime), Blending Tool with Felt & Spritzer (Ranger), Small piece of plastic
wrap, Inkpad (Stampin’ Up: Cocoa), Brayer, Rubber cement,
Rubber eraser, Stencil (Magenta), Die-cuts (Memorybox:
Moonlight Butterfly (solid & open images), Sookwang tape,
Embossing powder (gold), Paper Adhesive.

“Apply one to two drops of yellow, Mellow Moss and Kiwi
ink to felt applicator. Spritz lightly with water. Dab on
glossy white cardstock, covering entirely; let dry.”
“Scrunch up plastic wrap, add a couple drops of Lime ink
and then use as applicator to dab overtop and further
intensify color. Lay stencil on top of background and apply
rubber cement. When dry, brayer over top with Cocoa. Rub
off/erase rubber cement to reveal underlying color.”
“Stamp text in cocoa on white cardstock. Attach a strip of
pattern to bottom. Mount on green cardstock and then
again on white.”
“Die-cut solid butterfly on gold cardstock. Die-cut the
open butterfly on gold cardstock backed with Sookwang
tape. Apply embossing powder to sticky side and emboss.
Mount over top of solid image with foam tape and add
both to card front.”

Sandra Barnes (7 1/4” x 5 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Abbey - Magenta, Grunge - Impression
Obsession, Thank You - Stampin’ Up), Distress Re-inkers
(Spiced Marmalade, Scattered Straw), StazOn ink (black),
Sharpie marker (black), Stampin’ Up ink (Sahara Sand), Ballpoint pen (black), Cardstock (white, yellow, rusty orange),
Cut N Dry Felt (Ranger), Water mister, Peel off black dots
(Magenta), Paper Adhesive.

“Cut out appropriate size of felt. Ink it with re-inkers, leaving
space between the colors. The inks will bleed towards each
other. Spritz pad with water. Draw across white cardstock to
create background.”
“Stamp abbey over background in black StazOn ink. Edge
with Sharpie black pen. Stamp grunge background in Sahara
sand on yellow paper. Edge with black Sharpie.”
“Stamp sentiment in StazOn black in onto smaller piece of
orange cardstock, edge with black pen and add black dots to
corners. Glue all pieces in place.”

Baby Wipes: Many stampers use baby wipes to clean their stamps. But did you know that they can also be used as
temporary custom inkpads or ink applicators? This can be particularly effective when working with stamps with a lot
of solid rubber that will show off the blended color you create, but you can do it with line stamps too.

Lay a folded baby wipe on your work surface. Apply dots of various colors of re-inkers to cover an area of the baby
wipe large enough to accommodate the stamp you wish to use. Choose colors that will blend well together. Then
press a stamp (above: Rubber Tree Stamps) once onto the inked area of the baby wipe once to ink the stamp. Stamp
your image onto your project surface for a soft blended color look.
Notice that the stamped impression in the picture above has some white areas where I left open un-inked areas on the
baby wipe. That may or may not be the result you want, so keep this in mind when inking the baby wipe.

Tip: Don’t have a baby wipe? I used a Swiffer wet mop sheet for the how-to pictures shown here.
Learn More: Check out this YouTube “Drip Drop Re-inker” video showing using a baby wipe to ink a stamp.
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Alternatively, you can fold a baby wipe and dot re-inker colors on the folded edge. Then drag the edge across your
project surface to create lines of color, similar to creating lines of color with a compressed sponge. Doing it with a baby
wipe tends to give you a wetter effect however.
Notice that my hands are getting pretty messy here. That is because I’m using the edge of the same wipe I used as an
alternative inkpad on the previous page. (You can see the ink from that still on the wipe further down.) This creates
quite a mess on your hands, but we stampers love ink right?

Learn More: Watch this “Striped Wipe” technique demo by Beate Johns on Splitcoaststampers.
Next: Stamp art made with re-inkers and baby wipes followed by a page from one of our sponsors. (Also see Sandra
Barnes card in the Drops section artwork, as she used baby wipes to ink the butterflies and center circle of her card.)
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Nancie Waterman (5 1/2” x 4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Love - Posh Impressions, Heart - PSX, Rectangle
solid - Rubber Tree Stamps), Cardstock (white glossy), Textured
text weight paper (black), Archival inkpad (Ranger: black), Metallic inkpad (Colorbox: Mica Magic Copper), Water-based dye
re-inkers (Vivid: yellow, Ranger: Vintage Seasons Greetings, Starry
Night, Pearl-Ex: Indigo pigment ink), Brayer, Baby wipe, Waterbased markers, White correction pen (Pentel), Xryon adhesive.

“Brayer cardstock with mixture of Starry Night and Indigo inks
(as shown on page 65) to create background card. Drop various
re-inkers on baby wipe, impress solid rectangle into inked wipe
and then stamp on glossy cardstock (as shown on page 58.)”
“Ink Love stamp with copper ink and stamp on text weight black
paper. Use white pen along edge of paper to draw white line.
Stamp heart with flowers image on baby wipe background in
black ink. Color with waterbased markers and add white dots
with white pen. Cut out, mount on black paper and cut out
again, leaving slight black border all around the heart. Layer love
layer and heart layer on card.”

Found Objects: Look around your craft room or house for interesting found objects that might be used to transfer
ink to your project surface. You might ink up and print with plastic wrap, bubble wrap, plastic vegetable netting, corrugated cardboard, leaves or other items with interesting textures. Or you can ink up marbles and roll them around on
your surface to create tracks of ink color. (Putting your paper in a shallow box to do this keeps the marbles in check.)

Apply ink to a craft sheet. Spray with
a mist of water (or don’t.) Press your
found object into the wet ink. (Here I
used plastic bubble wrap.) Press the
inked object onto your project surface.

Next: Stamp art made with re-inkers
and found objects.
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Sandra Barnes (5 1/2” x 4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Lilac set, Leaves - Stampin’ Up, Sentiment - Magenta), ColorBox Fluid Chalk re-inkers (Wisteria,
Lavender) Inkpads in same inks plus Olive Pastel, Cardstock
(white), Craft sheet, Wax Paper, Foam Dabber, Peel Offs
(gold), Paper Adhesive.

“Drop a couple drops of each re-inker color onto craft
sheet. (You don’t need much.) Scrunch up wax paper and
apply light ink first, followed by an application of the
darker ink onto white paper.”
“Stamp lilac onto another piece of white paper; light ink
for the first stamp and the darker ink for the second lilac
stamp. Stamp leaves in green. Add sentiment. Edge with
the lighter ink using a foam dabber. Glue to background
and add gold peel offs.”

Sandra Barnes (5 1/4” x 4 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Flowers and Leaves - Magenta, Sentiment
- Inkadinkado), Re-inkers (Stampin’ Up: Old Olive, Certainly
Celery), Dye inkpad (Stampin’ Up: Old Olive), Watercolor (Daler
Rowney: green; Pelikan: purple), StazOn ink (black), Krylon
gold leafing pen, Watercolor paper, Cardstock (white, green),
Marbles, Clear plastic container, Foam tape, Sookwang doublesided tape, Double-sided removable tape, Water, Brush, Glue,
Glitter Ritz glitter (Dark Gold).

“Tape white cardstock to inside lid of a clear plastic container
using double-sided removable tape. Add a couple drops of each
of the re-inkers and the marbles to the container. Close lid and
move the marbles around to ink them. Then flip box over so the
marbles make a pattern on the cardstock. Flip box over again
and remove cardstock.”
“Add Sookwang tape to outer edge and sprinkle with gold glitter. Stamp flower and leaves on watercolor paper, color in with
watercolor paints and add glitter to center of flower. Use foam
tape on flower to glue leaves under edge of petals and mount
on card. Stamp sentiment in Old Olive ink on white cardstock
and edge with gold leafing pen. Glue to bottom right corner.
Layer all onto green card.”

Brayers: Speaking of rolling ink, how about inking up a brayer with re-inker colors and using it to roll color over your
surface? This technique can be especially nice with thicker pigment inks, but try it with dye inks as well. Why use a
brayer when you can apply ink direct-to-paper using an inkpad? Brayers can give you a different look than inkpad inking. The texture of the inking will depend on the type of brayer you use (rubber, foam, glass) and sometimes on the
ink’s thickness. Brayers also let you combine ink colors to create stripes, rainbows and subtle color mixtures.

Dot water-based re-inker in one or more colors on a craft sheet or other non-absorbent surface. Roll a brayer over the ink to get the brayer nice and inky. Brayer the
color onto your project surface. Or alternatively, drop re-inker directly on paper and
roll a brayer over the ink to blend it right on the cardstock. If you don’t want the colors to blend completely, roll the brayer up the card, pick up the brayer and repeat.
A hard rubber brayer like the one you see in the top photos will give you a fairly
smooth application of color if you brayer the color over glossy paper repeatedly. The
foam brayer (right) on the other hand creates a more pebbled textured look.
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You can also use your craft sheet as an alternative inkpad by dotting ink onto the craft sheet and pressing a stamp into
the wet ink to ink the stamp. Then stamp the image on paper as you normally would do. (Stamp: The Stamping Bug.)
Why would you want to do this? Working this way lets you create custom color patterns for your stamp. You could create patterns of dots or stripes for example. You might brayer a background to serve as one layer on a card and then ink
your stamp with the ink to stamp another layer so that your project’s layers coordinate.

Tip: Brayers should not be stored with their rollers pressing onto a surface because over time they can develop flat
spots. Notice that the rubber brayer in the picture above has two little feet sticking up, one at each end of the roller.
In the picture, the brayer was momentarily set aside with the roller down. When stored, make sure the little feet are
down. Other brayers have a plastic hood that holds the brayer off the surface when flipped on their back side.
Next: Stamp art made with re-inkers and brayers.
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Marilyn Sweeney (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (Comotion), Inks (assorted Colorbox re-inkers,
Distress ink, Memento ink, Brilliance ink), Brayer, Cardstock
(white non-glossy, navy, white card), Non-stick craft sheet,
Embossing folder (Spellbinders), Blending foam (Ranger) Circle
punch (Martha Stewart), Micro Glaze, Paper adhesive.

“Apply several colors of pigment ink re-inkers onto a craft sheet,
mixing them lightly with a brayer. Brayer the ink onto a piece of
white, non-glossy cardstock. Allow the piece to dry thoroughly.”
“Once dry, run it through an embossing folder. Lightly wipe
with Memento black ink using a Ranger blending foam over the
raised areas of the piece. When completely dry, use Micro Glaze
to fix the ink and give a slight sheen to the piece. Glue it to navy
cardstock which has been dry embossed with the same folder.
Lightly brayer with white ink.”
“Stamp dandelion image in Dried Marigold ink on a scrap of
white cardstock. Punch out with a circle punch and attach it to
upper left. Affix the assembly to a white, side-folded card.”

Gail Ellison (6” x 4 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Magenta), Metallic pigment re-inkers (Mica
Magic: green, gold), StazOn ink (black), Brayer, Cardstock
(glossy white, green), Paper Adhesive.

“Swirl/drop re-inkers directly on glossy cardstock. Use brayer
to smoosh, blend and spread colors. Don’t go back and forth
more than one or two times. You want inks to be thick.”
“Use an uninked frond stamp to stamp into inks and wiggle
slightly and remove stamp. Clean and stamp again until you
have several images. Let dry.”
“Stamp dragonfly in black ink randomly. Layer on green and
black cardstock.”

Micky Kusler (5 1/2” x 4 1/2”)
Supplies: Stamps (Flower - Magenta, Text - Hero Arts), Background papers & chipboard vase (Magenta), Peel Offs borders
(Elizabeth Craft Design), Peel Offs swirl & flowers (Magenta),
Adirondak dye ink (Ranger: Wild Plum), Gold Stickles (Ranger),
Delicata Golden Glitz re-inker (Tsukineko), Craft scraper & Craft
sheet (Ranger), Tombow glue, Double-sided tape, Black India ink
(Stewart Superior), Weathered Wood cardstock (Ranger).

“Stamp ‘thinking of you’ in black along left side of background
paper. Stamp flowers in Wild Plum ink twice, one a little higher
than the other.”
“Place two or three drops of golden glitz re-inker on chipboard,
and spread with the craft scraper. When chipboard is dry, accent
with black peel offs, and mount with Tombow glue, being sure
to cover the stems of the flowers.”
“Add black peel offs borders to both ends of sentiment, and
along right side of stamped piece. Mount to slightly larger dark
brown decorative paper, then to card front. Finish by adding
Stickles to flower centers.”

Micky Kusler (5 3/4” x 4 3/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Magenta), Cardstock (bronze side-folded
card, lime green linen), Light green decorative paper,
Chipboard lovebirds & peel offs (Magenta), Brilliance reinkers and inkpads (Tsukineko: copper, gold), Archival ink
(Ranger: Jet Black), Craft sheet & craft scraper (Ranger),
Tombow glue, Double-sided tape.

“Put two or three drops of each re-inker color on a craft
sheet; spread to blend with a craft scraper. Pick up ink with
bold leaf stamp, and stamp repeatedly on green decorative paper, re-inking the stamp each time.”
“Add sentiment in black ink to top, and vine peel-off to bottom. Ink chipboard birds with copper and gold inkpads,
blending to bronze. Mount to vine with Tombow glue.”
“Mount this piece to left side of green cardstock, then to
card front. The green will overlap the edge a bit. Add two
black flower peel-offs borders to the green piece, and a
third peel-offs border to the outside edge of the card back.”

Color and Mediums
Re-inkers can also be used to add color to acrylic mediums, watercolor mediums or varnish. You could, for example,
add a few drops of green re-inker to a clear or white acrylic medium to create your own custom color acrylic paint or
varnish. Look for mediums in art and craft supply stores.

Fabric Medium: You can even use re-inkers to stamp on fabric. Ranger’s Clear Fabric Medium is a clear dimensional

acyrlic medium that can be mixed with Ranger Archival Inks, Adirondack Pigment Inks, Adirondack Alcohol Inks or Perfect Pearls to create custom fabric paints. You can also mix in glitter or embossing powder. It is not recommended for
water-based dye ink. The resulting fabric paint can be stenciled, stamped or painted onto fabric.
Prewash and dry the fabric. If you are working on a t-shirt, slide a piece of cardboard inside so the paint doesn’t bleed
through. Squeeze some medium onto a palette. (I’m using a clean food tray.) Add a drop or two of pigment re-inker
and stir until smooth. Pat onto stamp with a foam brush and then stamp onto smooth fabric. Don’t allow the paint to
dry on the stamp or brush; clean immediately. If you are using glitter or embossing powder, allow to dry and seal with
another coat of clear fabric medium. Painted fabric can be hand washed in cool water with a mild bleach-free detergent after 72 hours. Line dry. (Sun stamp: Chunky Stamps.)

Learn More: You can learn more about using acrylics and their mediums in the Jun ‘06 and Mar ‘09 VSNs.
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Clear Glues: You can also use re-inkers to add color to clear dimensional glues like JudiKin’s Diamond Glaze, Ranger’s
Glossy Accents or Stampin’ Up’s Crystal Effects. This allows you to use these re-inkers on surfaces like plastic, glass or
foil where water-based ink alone will not dry. You can also add powdered pigments to the mix.

Squeeze a puddle of dimensional glue onto a craft palette. (I’m using a
clean plastic food tray here.) Add a drop of dye re-inker and stir to mix. Pick
up the re-inker/glue mixture with a fine tipped brush and use it to paint an
embossed image (Embossing Arts.) Because the colored mixture is translucent, you can paint over the lines without losing image details.
Notice that this mix does not blend like watercolors. Where two colors meet,
you get a defined line. It dries with a pretty shine. Try this to create a stained
glass look when painting images stamped on clear acetate.
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Or paint the re-inker/glue mixture onto your surface with a fine-tipped brush to
make little raised colored dots on your project to look like ‘faux brads’. This can
also be a nice way to add small shiny details on a stamped card — maybe a little
touch for shiny eyes or dew drops on a flower or little gold spots to look like jewels on a stamped necklace.
Or you might brush the re-inker/glue mixture over sealed artwork as a glaze.
Note: Water-based inks might run if you brush this over it.

Tip: For many applications, plan for an overnight drying time. Thinner applications of glue will dry more quickly. Make sure adhesive is completely dry before
putting a card in an envelope to mail or the recipient may find the card glued to
the inside of the envelope!
Learn More: Judi Watanabe has a nice “Faux Stained Glass Window Cards” video

in the Projects section of her JudiKins website where she paints the back side of
an image stamped on window plastic (clear acetate) with Diamond Glaze/re-inker mix. When she is done painting, she
sprinkles a layer of glitter over the wet surface or lays crumpled aluminum foil over it to add sparkle. (When dry, the
glitter or aluminum foil winds up on the back of the project. Because the Diamond Glaze/re-inker mix is translucent,
you can still see the glitter or aluminum foil through it.)

Tip: Clear adhesives act as a binder, so you could use Pearl Ex or other powdered pigments that don’t include a binder,
as well as Perfect Pearls which does. Adding pigments will make the mixture less translucent.
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Under Glazing: Back in the late ‘90s, Mary Jo McGraw was demoing cards created using clear acetate, Diamond
Glaze and re-inkers. In her 2000 book, “Greeting Card Magic”, Mary Jo refers to this as “Under Glazing.” Images can be
stamped on the back side of the clear acetate (also sometimes called “window sheets”) using StazOn ink either before
or after creating the under glaze.

Apply Diamond Glaze or other clear drying glue or a gloss medium to a piece
of acetate and spread to an even layer with a brush or your fingers. Add a
couple drops of a few re-inker colors that work well together. Mary Jo cautions that too much re-inker can cause Diamond Glaze not to dry completely
and suggests three parts Diamond Glaze to one part ink. Let the inks settle
and spread on their own or use a brush (or your fingers) to blend the colors
further. Allow to dry.
When dry, flip the inked acetate over. Because the acetate is clear, you see the
ink background through it, but the surface is protected behind the acetate
when you layer it on your project.
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I’ve also seen Mary Jo crumple up tissue paper and lay it onto the wet ink/Diamond Glaze mix to become a permanent
part of the project. (The tissue will wind up on the back once you flip the piece over after it dries.) Because the tissue is
absorbent, this also speeds up the drying time by a little bit.
As with the faux stained glass projects, you might also sprinkle glitter over the wet surface. Or allow to dry partially
and then layer it over the slightly wet surface, again to become part of the project.

Tip: Clear glues are intended to dry clear. Sometimes if your glue has been in the bottle for a while, it may get a little
thicker and/or take on a yellow tinge when it dries. You can still use it as adhesive, but if you want to use it as a clear
glaze, make sure your bottle is fresh. (Of course, mixing in some re-inker can mask this yellow tinge.)
Learn More: Sparkle N Sprinkle, seller of many glitter blends, has a stamp project on their site using re-inkers, acetate

and glitter to create a card with a subtle shimmer. The nice thing about this approach is that the glitter is sealed under
the acetate so the recipient doesn’t get glitter on their fingers.

Next: Stamp art made with clear adhesives and re-inkers.
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Nancie Waterman (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (Poppy - Embossing Arts),
Cardstock (white, black), Diamond Glaze, Corner rounder, Black pigment ink (Ranger), Black
embossing powder (Ranger), Heat tool, Re-inkers
(Vivid: yellow, peach; Posh Impression: Rainbow
ink green), Paintbrush, Xyron adhesive.

“Stamp and emboss poppy in black ink and powder on glossy white cardstock. Mix Diamond Glaze
and re-inkers (as shown on page 72) and use to
paint embossed image. Allow to dry overnight.”
“Once dry, round corners of poppy layer. Mount
onto black card using Xyron adhesive.”

Nancie Waterman (4 3/4” x 6 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamp (Stamp Francisco), Dye re-inkers (Vivid:
yellow, peach), Perfect Pearls (Ranger: bronze), StazOn
ink (black), Diamond Glaze, Aluminum foil, Acetate, Cardstock (yellow, black textured), Paper Adhesive.

“Apply a layer of Diamond Glaze to acetate sheet and
drop dye re-inkers on the Diamond Glaze (as shown on
page 74.) Mix it in a bit. <*Crumple aluminum foil and
lay onto the wet mixture.> Allow to dry thoroughly.
Once dry, stamp the sun on the flip side of the clear
acetate in black StazOn ink.”
“*Ok, I have to admit something. I like the way this card
turned out in the end, but I did goof when I made it.
While I did let it dry overnight, it was not completely
dry when I put the painted acetate/foil layer through
the xyron machine. Bad choice. If I’d thought first, I
would have realized that the pressure from the acetate going through the Xyron would press down on
the crumpled aluminum foil, changing its look. That
was actually ok, but it also squished the remaining
wet ink out the edges, making an inky mess inside the
Xyron. So don’t do as I did!”
“In hindsight, I should have allowed the piece to dry
at least partially and then layered the crumpled aluminum foil on
the back. Then I should have used double-faced tape to layer it all
onto the yellow cardstock I had previously sprayed with a re-inker/
Perfect Pearls mix and onto the black card. Live and learn!”

Marilyn Sweeney (5 1/2” x 4 1/4”)
Supplies: Stamps (Anne-Made, Seaside Stampin’ Ink), Re-inkers (Tsukineko: peony purple, teal), Gelatos, Mod Podge gloss, Embossing powder (black, purple), Circle punch
(Martha Stewart), Butterfly double punch, Craft sheet, Brayer, Marbling tool, Cardstock
(white, black), Glue dot, Paper adhesive.

“I was intrigued by Mary Redford’s suggestion in the May ‘12 VSN about using Mod
Podge with reinkers. Here is my take on it:
On a nonstick craft sheet, mix 1 drop of
teal and 2 drops of peony re-inker with
about 2 tablespoons of Mod Podge (left
card) or 1 drop each of peony and teal
(right card). Brayer mixture onto a piece
of white cardstock. Rake through with a
marbling tool to create faux marbleing.
Mount to black cardstock.”
“On a small rectangle of white cardstock stamp and heat emboss the
butterflies in black embossing powder (left card) or purple embossing
powder (right card). Color with Gelatos. Sponge cardstock
with similar colors as used on the marbled piece and mount the panel to black
cardstock. Glue panel to the marbled paper. Attach the completed piece to a white,
side-folded card. Left card: Punch butterfly three times, layer, and glue to the upper
right of the card. Right card: Stamp and emboss the small butterfly, punch out, and
attach it to the panel with a glue dot.”

You’ve Got to Love Re-inkers!
See what I mean about the many uses of re-inkers? These little bottles can be used in so many ways. I’ll bet you can
come up with more. Experiment and see what happens!
Creating beautiful stamp art doesn’t have to be difficult. The most important thing is to be flexible and enjoy the
creative process. Gail Ellison included a great note with her challenge stamp art, saying, “As I read your article about revisiting old techniques from our stamping past, it reminded me of my long-ago teaching days in kindergarten.”
“When I first discovered the world of rubber (early 90’s), I was still teaching five-year-olds and my favorite part of the morning was creating art projects. We did messy stuff, but it was fun. We used food coloring with a number of things: shaving
cream, coffee filters, diluted in spray bottles and at the easel, sprayed on tissue to see the colors drip and change. We even
put it in water to change the color of daffodils. Imagine my surprise when these became ‘techniques’ for stampers! Which
brings me to the Re-Inker Techniques Challenge. My submissions: ‘All I ever needed to know, I learned in kindergarten. Get
out those re-inkers and change the color of daffodils.”

The Secret to More Future eArticles
Did you enjoy this eArticle? Would you like to see more FREE eArticles? Then you need to do two things:
1) Support the Sponsors. Check out the Sponsor pages throughout this eArticle, click on the links, visit their sites and
place some orders. If the Sponsors find that eArticles do well for them, that encourages them to sponsor future eArticles and it is the Sponsors that make an eArticle FREE!
2) If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to yourself. Writing something and sending it out to the void, never
to hear if someone likes it does not encourage me to write more eArticles. What does? Your honest feedback, opinions
and comments as well as your suggestions for future eArticle topics. Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net
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Challenge Drawing:
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues.
Shona Erlenborn,
Jan MacNeil and Patty Buttar
each win their choice of eight VSN back issues. (Email me!)
Would you like to submit artwork for a future eArticle? See the Get Published page on VSN’s website for details!

Re-Inker Storage Tips:
• If you have purchased a re-inker for an inkpad you have, you want to be sure you remember that you have it! Some
people store their re-inkers right next to their inkpads, either in the same drawer or box or next to it on the same shelf.
If you have the space, you might also store sponges or daubers you’ve used with a particular color next to its inkpad
and/or re-inkers color to use again.
• If you Google “re-inker storage”, you will find various commercial inkpad/re-inker wood storage units. Typically these
have columns of shelves for inkpads with holes cut next to them to accommodate re-inker bottles horizontally. But
stampers have also come up with clever homemade ways to store re-inkers along side their inkpad storage units,
often using Velcro to attach the bottles above, below or on the sides.
• Other stampers store inkpads and re-inkers separately but mark the inkpad with a permanent marker or a small
sticker to remind them that they’ve got a re-inker for the pad.
• Re-inkers can spill, so many stampers prefer to store them with the lid tightly screwed on and sitting upright. Sometimes people store them in Ziploc bags or plastic boxes just in case. If you keep them in a box or drawer, one way to
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keep them from knocking over is to use a piece of foam to line the box or drawer bottom, making indentations to hold
the re-inkers.
• Some re-inkers, particularly pigment varieties, can separate/settle if they sit for a long time undisturbed. It is not a
bad idea to give them a shake every now and then to keep them mixed. If the lids are on tight, some people simply flip
them on a regular basis, alternating storing them right-side-up and upside-down to reduce settling.
• If you have trouble remembering how a re-inker color actually looks on paper, consider putting a drop of each reinker on a little bit of cardstock or label scrap — use a tiny hole punch to create a little circle for example and then glue
it to the re-inker bottle top where you can see it easily.

If You Liked This Article, You Might Like:
Theme Packs: (Order by Theme Pack Online Shopping Cart option)
Art Mediums Theme Pack (This 13 issue series focused on a different art medium each month and how it can be used
with stamps. Apr ’07: Stamping with Wax Mediums (including encaustic painting) Feb ’07: Finishes & Coatings, Jan ’07:
Oil-Based Mediums, Dec ’06: Metal Leaf & Foil, Nov ’06: Crayons - Watercolor & Wax Crayons, Oct ’06: Alcohol Inks Part
II, Sept ’06: Alcohol Inks Part I, Aug ’06: Embossing Powder Fun, Jul ’06: Watercolor Paints, Jun ’06: Acrylic Paints, May
’06: Colored Pencils, Apr ’06: Markers, Mar ’06: Pastels & Chalks). Note: This Theme Pack overlaps with the Alcohol Inks
Theme Pack below. All issues are also available separately via the A’la Carte option.
Alcohol Ink Theme Pack (This Back Issue Theme Pack includes 6 VSN issues, each with an article on alcohol inks and/
or alcohol ink markers: Jun ‘11: Alcohol Ink on Other Surfaces Mar ’11: Alcohol Ink Markers (part 2) Mar ’09: Alcohol Ink
Markers (part 1) Oct ’06: Alcohol Inks Part II Sept ’06: Alcohol Inks Part I Oct ’04: Adirondack Alcohol Ink & Blending
Solution (review on product’s introduction.) Note: This Theme Pack overlaps with the Art Mediums Theme Pack above.
All issues are also available separately via the A’la Carte option.
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More issues available separately: (A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
Dec ‘11: Thirty Distress Stain Techniques
Dec ’04: Ranger Distress Inks
Nov ’04: Clearsnap’s Mica Magic
Aug 04: Inkpads Update (5 more inkpads)
Sept ’03: Clearsnap ColorBox Fluid Chalk inkpads
Aug ’03: Inkpads (lines from Clearsnap, Ranger Industries, Stewart Superior & Tsukineko)
Apr ‘02: Kitchen Sink Techniques
Nov ‘03: Re-inker Art

More Places Online to Learn About Re-Inkers:
(Note: Links in this eArticle are good as of its publication, but links on the internet often change or disappear without
notice, so your mileage may vary.)
Inkpad Manufacturers:
Clearsnap (http://www.clearsnap.com) (Clearsnap calls their re-inkers “refills”.)
Imagine Crafts/Tsukineko (http://tsukineko.com)
Marvy Uchida (http://www.uchida.com)
Ranger Industries (http://rangerink.com)
Stewart Superior (http://www.stewartsuperior.com)
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Techniques:
Tim Holtz (http://timholtz.com)
(Video on Distress Ink: Inkpads vs. Re-Inkers vs. Stains & Video on Making Your Own Perfect Pearls Mist)
Glitter & Re-Inker Ornaments:
Coloring inside glass ornament balls using water-based dye re-inkers and glitter:
http://prairiepaperandink.typepad.com/amyr/2006/12/how_to_make_a_g.html
http://www.splitcoaststampers.com/forums/techniques-f11/help-reinker-glitter-ornaments-t292807.html
Painting Stamped Images: (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fg2uLAFZEKE)
Nice YouTube video on using mica powder and re-inkers to paint stamped images on paper.
Diamond Glaze Project Gallery (http://www.diamondglaze.com/project/proj_gallery.html):
JudiKins has a number of projects up on their Diamond Glaze website’s gallery that use re-inkers to tint Diamond Glaze.
JudiKins Faux Stained Glass Window Cards video (http://www.judikins.com/movies/jks002/jks002_dgwindow.html)
Judi Watanabe has a very nice video in the Projects section of her JudiKins website showing ways to create faux stained glass window cards using window plastic (clear acetate), Diamond Glaze and re-inker. (Be sure to check out the other projects in JudiKin’s
Technique Gallery when you visit.)
Forum Posts:
Re-inker techniques sometimes come up in online conversations among stampers. Splitcoaststampers and rubberstampchat are
two online stamping communities that have discussed re-inkers on their forums in the past:
Splitcoaststampers: (http://www.splitcoaststampers.com/forums/techniques-f11/craft-reinkers-t98838.html)
Rubberstampchat: (http://www.rubberstampchat.net/showthread.php?t=3825)
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Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website
VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List

EArticle Copyright Statement:
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, posted on a website or sold in
any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please direct them to the eArticle page
of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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